SMVRHM: Cross Training

ACROSS

1 P, in PFE
4 beet product
6 C, in PCRy
9 _ Hotel, Hart House
10 Michael Mullee
12 train fastener
13 small 4-wheel crew transporter
15 in the cab on No.21's last run
18 coupler's movable part
19 switcher diesel with no cab
20 F, in PFE
21 yard engine
23 Santa Barbara County's first radio station
24 O'Farrell, Jones, and _
25 70-
26 assists adhesion
27 loco for extra power
29 electrical equipment controls
31 E, in PFE
33 tracks crossing at grade
34 stored in standby status
36 4-8-8-4, 2 words
37 workers present, 2 wds
38 roadbed material
42 it was a ship, too, 2 wds
44 fast, high priority freight train
46 SMVRR No. 180
50 _ Ice Company
51 sloping track
52 port where Hotel Marre stood
56 "_ in peace", on No. 21
58 railcars
60 location of 8/28/25 accident
62 slow freight, slang
64 track for loading and unloading
65 cargo or freight
66 mile 14.8
68 modern flashing EOT
71 track for repair
72 displace a junior employee
73 axle bearing
74 marks tie placement, 2 wds
75 toothed-wheel RR
79 track for public loading of freight
81 made track tools
83 where No. 210 is no
84 e-w street with rails
85 month No. 21 was dedicated
87 EMD's general purpose units
88 car No. 99 was this
89 choke
90 "_ Special", 12/17/27

DOWN

2 clear track in switching yard
3 uncouple
5 connects two wheels
7 one way out track
8 length of track

9 father of modern oil geology
12 caboose, slang
14 train may stand here
15 station
16 redirect
17 where two RR lines meet
20 key to guidance
22 after Union Sugar
24 _ Field Air Academy
28 SMVRR No. 9
30 2-8-2
32 chemin de fer, en anglais
35 track providing access to parallel tracks
39 _-back tender
40 type of articulated compound steam locomotive
41 locomotive engineer, slang
42 No. 21's builder
45 track for meets or passes
47 not on the timetable
48 intersection of 2 rails
49 where axle and wheel meet
52 undesirable sideways motion
53 running empty or light, 2 wds
54 P-38 _
55 locomotive
57 temporary track around a problem, 2 wds
59 rolling stock inventory
61 _ and Brown Company
63 inner face distance
67 place a railcar
69 _ Hancock
70 restrictive signal, 2 wds, nickname
72 moving part of a switch
75 train formation
76 johnson bar
77 a local that gets out of the way
78 tracks at the bottom/end of a hump
80 _ Phillips
82 signal indication
86 EMD's general purpose units
87 car No. 99 was this
89 choke
90 "_ Special", 12/17/27